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I bring you warm greetings and best wishes on behalf

INTERCULTURAL

of MAELT. I am so proud that you have successfully

COMMUNICATIVE

gone through almost one year of teaching.

COMPETENCE

Congratulations! You should have a lot of bittersweet
memories popping up in your head.

“LIGHT BEARERS” –

p.8

REFLECTIONS ON
MENTORING AND BEING
MENTORED

MAELT is an organisation for English teachers. We
not only share with teachers professional skills but
also care about their emotional needs. Different
events are held each academic year for these
purposes. Our conference in June last year, “Take a
deep breath: Improving well-being and English

REGULATING EMOTIONS p.12
AND DEVELOPING
EMOTIONAL COMPETENCE

teaching” raised teachers’ awareness of their mental
health. More than 20 wonderful presentations and
workshops were given by scholars and teachers from
different educational stages, and this attracted
nearly 100 participants.
(continue next page)
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Because of the pandemic, we postponed our October workshop to March this year.
Facilitated by our Managing Director, Ms. Carmen Lei, her workshop showed us
how to enhance students’ understanding of themes and plot details in novels. The
other workshop presented by Ms. Crissie Wong in April introduced some practical
ways to deal with learner diversity. If you have missed these inspiring workshops,
read our reflection in the next few pages.
This year’s theme, “I am who I am: Language arts and cultural identity in Macao
English classrooms,” aims to give teachers room to rethink how English should be
taught in times of the COVID-19 pandemic and economic downturn in Macao.
Living in a rapidly changing society, teachers strive to balance the needs of the
society, government, institutions, parents and students. Teachers’ cultural
identities influence their teaching and the materials they adopt in their teaching.
At the same time, students’ cultural identities affect how they see language arts –
a subject, a tool for communication, a stepping stone to a job and a form of arts.
MAELT wants to provide a platform for teachers to stimulate in-depth and useful
discussions about this theme so that teachers can gain insights in this process to
cope with current and future teaching.
Thank you for being with us in the last six years. Without your support,
encouragement and love, MAELT would not have gone so far. We look forward to a
better and greater year ahead. Stay tuned!

Testimonial
I am delighted to have the opportunity to endorse and support the activities of the
Macao Association for the Advancement of English Language Teaching (MAELT). I was
fortunate to be present at the initial Annual Conference in 2016, and I have been able
to attend several conferences since. The quality of plenary presentations and
workshops has always been high, and amongst those attending there is a real sense of
engagement with educational theory and practice. There is no doubt in my mind that
MAELT is an essential forum for the professional development of English language
teachers in Macao, from early childhood to higher education. I have nothing but
admiration for the organizers and volunteers who devote their time to MAELT in
order to raise the quality of English teaching in the SAR. We all benefit from their
efforts.
Sincerely,

John Corbett, PhD
Professor, Programme Director of ELLS
Division of Humanities and Social Sciences
johnbcorbett@uic.edu.cn
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Testimonial
Time really flies. Before we know it, MAELT has entered its seventh year.
For the past seven years, MAELT has spared no effort to generate local teachers’
enthusiasm in the English language teaching profession through its well-organized
workshops, talks and seminars. Its exertions have fully been justified by the increase
in membership.
I am honoured to be able to support MAELT’s sixth anniversary and to wish it even
greater success in the future.
Lee Kai Chung
Former secondary school English panel head

Online game-based
learning platforms for
formative assessment and how to
use them effectively
by Tammy Chu
From my experience and observation of other teachers’ lessons, online game-based learning
platforms are commonly used by teachers to do in-class instant formative assessments.
These online game-based learning platforms, such as Nearpod, Plickers and Kahoot, serve as
tools to evaluate the teaching and learning effectiveness, bring excitement for students to
compete against one another, and motivate students to be actively engaged in class. Despite
the

joyful

atmosphere

generated

by

these

tools,

I

sometimes

wonder

about

their

effectiveness in consolidating and assessing what students have just learned.
I check the lesson’s learning objectives to see if the aforementioned tools can meet my
teaching needs. In my History lessons, I tend to use pop quizzes and polls, which are
convenient to assess students’ prior knowledge and recall of facts, especially before and after
introducing a new topic. Multiple choice questions, if designed to target the remember level
in Bloom’s taxonomy, fit well with the platforms’ fast-paced nature and match my desired
purpose to help students recall important concepts. Each question can be five to ten words
long with one to two word answer choices. Teachers should be aware that multiple choice
quizzes with only one correct answer can discourage students from thinking about other
perspectives as there could be many acceptable answers and interpretations. (cont.)
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Additionally, I am reluctant to use these platforms
to

assess

higher

level

skills

such

as

analyze,

evaluate, and create in Bloom’s Taxonomy because
of the limited time given for students to think and
the

games’

expect

competitive

students

to

nature.

elaborate

Furthermore,

on

answers

I
to

questions starting with “how” and “why,” and the
flow of the game is disrupted if I ask them to do so
too frequently. When the texts are squeezed into
small boxes, they are difficult for students to read.
I have observed that students tend to make wild
guesses under the pressure of the clock-ticking
sound,

thus

making

the

assessment

activity

meaningless.
Despite these drawbacks, these tools can still be used for high-level questions with a bit of
preparation. For example, teachers can prepare the questions and possible answer choices in
advance for class discussion. The pop quiz in this case serves merely as a tool for the teacher
to collect instant feedback and to decide which question(s) need further discussion. Postquiz consolidation activities can also be done to fully benefit from the pop quiz.
Online game-based learning platforms are great tools for teachers to enhance the classroom
learning experience, yet they are not the only key to a successful class. Teachers are the ones
to decide which tools to use and how to use them to facilitate students’ learning. The most
important consideration should be whether the use of these tools can help teachers meet the
lesson’s learning goals. If there is a low-tech method that can achieve those goals, do not feel
obliged to go high-tech. There is no shame in using traditional means!

The Power of a Red Circle
Sandy Leong
Executive Vice President of the Macao Speech Professionals Association
Many of us may have a preconceived notion that
public speaking is complicated, boring, long winded,
and

school-assigned.

We

may

think

of

it

as

something other people did—people like politicians,
celebrities, or business leaders. Little did we think
that a round red carpet would have the kind of magic
to transform the way we perceive this communication
skill.
With the emergence of TED Talks (TED is short for
Technology,

Entertainment,

Design)

or

TED

Conferences, where people share important (cont.)
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research and ideas from all disciplines, there is a renewed
sense of excitement bubbling in the realm of public
speaking. With increasing popularity, TED has successfully
changed the paradigm of public speaking. Using the power
of a large red dot, it made both standing on the stage and
listening to speeches a lot more exciting and a worthwhile
experience for everyone.
As a public speaking enthusiast and avid learner, I spend a
lot of time watching TED talks and analyzing what is said
and how it is said on all TED stages worldwide. So you can
imagine my delight when I learned Sacred Heart Canossian
College English Section (SHCCES) was putting their own
spin on Ted Talks and encouraging students to voice their
ideas.
As a part of the SHCCES Talk-like Ted event, I was invited
to conduct several public speaking workshops for both
teachers and students. Beyond techniques to manage fear,
ways to organize what to say, and delivery skills to
communicate effectively, one core value that I aimed to
instill in everyone was the fundamental belief that they are
worthy of being heard and their ideas valuable. Then, with
targeted practice and instant feedback, both teachers and
students learned what to look for in a good speech, the
directions that their speeches could take, and how to
practice their delivery skills after the workshop.
During the actual event, students shared topics that were
near and dear to their hearts. Standing tall on a stage in
front

of

a

packed

auditorium,

they

discussed

their

thoughts on current events and weighed in on topics such
as

kindness,

body

image,

time

management,

teenage

pregnancy, and more.
Benjamin Franklin once said, “Tell me and I forget, teach
me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”
Encouraging public speaking in schools can be an uphill
battle, but with practice and patience, the value this soft
skill brings can extend well beyond a student’s academic
career. Whether it’s the magic of the round red carpet, the
dedication

of

SHCCES

to

give

students

more

opportunities, or the students’ hard work and relentless
pursuit of excellence, at the end of the day, a clear
message was delivered on stage: your ideas are worth
spreading.
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Developing Intercultural
Communicative Competence
of Macao students in English lessons
Vivien Chan
Some teachers prioritize the teaching of vocabulary and reading because the lack of basic
reading skills will be a tremendous disadvantage for language learners (Ledger, 2020) while
others think grammar and phonology are more important (Hammar, 2013). Often, these
types

of

linguistic

content

are

prioritized

in

English

teaching

while

intercultural

communicative competence is disregarded. Even those who score highly in language exams
such as IELTS may be “severely deficient in cultural knowledge” (Zhao, 2011, p. 847). As such,
misunderstandings, offence, or a breakdown in communication can occur when they
communicate with people from other countries. What is worse, lack of intercultural
communicative competence will also lead to ethnocentrism because they will be likely to
judge other cultures based on their own.
In fact, fostering students’ cultural awareness is one of the key Basic Academic Attainments
throughout the entire non-tertiary educational phase in the Macao English language
curriculum.

Starting

from

primary,

students

should

learn

to

“respect

for

cultural

differences” (DSEDJ, 2016, p. 2). When they study in junior secondary, they should be
sensitized to “cultural differences in different contexts of language use” (DSEDJ, 2017, p. 3).
As written in the senior secondary English curriculum guide, “successful second language
learning requires an open and positive attitude towards the target language, culture and the
learning process” (DSEDJ, 2018, p. 2). Therefore, developing cultural knowledge is
indispensable for English learning.
There is an abundance of literature on incorporating different cultures into English
language teaching. I would like to propose two ways of fostering such cultural awareness of
Macao students.
1.

Expose students to different English accents

Many schools in Macao adopt English textbooks produced by Hong Kong publishers and so
British English is the most common accent that students can hear in class. But besides the
British accent, students should also be able to understand speakers with alternative world
English varieties such as American and Singaporean (DSEDJ, 2018). Understanding language
variants can facilitate recognition of different language usage amongst people from various
cultures.
In the meantime, we should educate our students that everyone has an accent and so the
notion of “native-likeness” in English should not be over-emphasized. One does not need to
speak with a posh English accent to impress others. From my perspective, the purpose of
communication has been achieved if learners can convey their ideas in English clearly and
confidently. Embracing different English accents will make learners become more culturally
inclusive. (continue next page)
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Movies can be one way of understanding cultures in that they contain rich cultural
knowledge and linguistic content, as Zhao (2011) describes “the themes, conversations and
actions in movies mirror the habits, beliefs, and customs of the culture” (p. 849). Teachers
may select some movie clips of different accents, play them in class and discuss with
students. In doing so, they can learn how people from other cultures communicate in real
situations and why they communicate in that way.
2.

Role play

Role play can provide learners with a safe space to experience different “lives,” so it can be
a good way to incorporate cultural knowledge. For example, Tomalin and Stempleski (1993,
as cited in Kodotchigova, 2002) suggest that students can dramatize an incident that caused
a cross-cultural misunderstanding. They can resolve the conflict in the role play. In
addition, there are many ready-made culturally-bound materials in the market, such as the
“Education for Sustainable Development and Citizenship” (ESDC) Programme designed by
Macmillan English. All in all, role play empowers learners to be “emotionally involved in
cross-cultural learning and reflect upon cultural differences” (Kodotchigova, 2002, para. 23).
For more ideas on fostering multicultural awareness in English teaching, please refer to the
Appendix.
As the saying goes, it is not our differences that divide us; it is our inability to recognize,
accept, and celebrate those differences. Let’s help our students to be more aware of the
cultural differences through English lessons!
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“Light bearers” – Reflections on
mentoring and being mentored
by Alan Chan (University of Macau),
Janice Lam (Escola dos Morodores de Macau) and

I joined the Faculty of Education of the University of Macau in 2003. Over the years, I have
taught core courses in the theoretical strand of the B.Ed. programme in secondary English
education and I have supervised both pre-service and in-service teachers in their practicum. It is
a challenging job to be a teacher educator and to prepare student teachers for the teaching
profession. I see teacher education as more than merely providing some formal training to equip
prospective teachers with the necessary knowledge and skills for conducting lessons and
managing classroom routines. More importantly, teacher education is also about guiding
student teachers to develop an attitude to respect their profession, to enhance themselves and
to strive for professionalism. Through my teaching and my supervision, I take different roles in
the teacher preparation job – an instructor who delivers subject and pedagogical knowledge; a
role model who sets the appropriate attitudes, behaviours or perhaps values for emulation; and,
a mentor who guides, advises and supports student teachers.

Matilda
I graduated from the Faculty of Education of the University of Macau in 2005. After graduation,
I became an English teacher at Keang Peng School (Secondary Section) and stayed there until
2019. Even though it has now been three years since I last taught in the secondary setting, my
teaching experience there has remained the most memorable part of my life.
I spent a substantial portion of my fourteen years of secondary teaching serving as the panel
chairperson of the English team. The role provided me with both the luck and the privilege to be
the mentor of student teachers who had their practicum at my school. Like many other English
teachers, English is a part of my life and so I want to introduce this life companion to my
students. I would tell my students that English learning should not be fixed inside a textbook or
just used in the classroom. Through my teaching, students can see that English is a part of their
lives and it is one of their most useful tools in life. More importantly, I believe that a teacher can
impact students for the rest of their lives, just as my motto states: We may not expect our
students to appreciate what we teach them, but hopefully at some point in their lives they will
recall vignettes of their learning life with us.

Alan

...............seetnem dna srotneM .snoitareneg eerhT .srehcaet eerhT.................

Matilda Wong (University of Macau)
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Since graduating from the Faculty of Education of the University of Macau in 2009, I have been
teaching English in Escola dos Morodores de Macau for twelve years. In addition to being an
English teacher at various form levels, I have been a class teacher for over a decade, working
with students of different abilities and backgrounds. Witnessing my students’ growth is definitely
one of the most rewarding parts of my career. For me, the most substantial value of being a
teacher lies not only in enriching students’ knowledge, but also in the commitment to instil moral
values in them. I see making reflections as a means to pursue improvement of myself and my
teaching practices.

Janice

Reflections from the three teachers

Alan and Janice are my students from different years; Alan graduated in the year when Janice
started her first undergraduate year. I never thought that these two students would meet some years
later when Janice had her teaching practice at the school where Alan was teaching. I was Janice’s
practicum supervisor and I met Alan when I visited Janice’s classes. I was happy to see a more mature
Alan, now taking the role of a mentor guiding Janice, the student teacher. That was not the only time
I saw Alan as a more experienced teacher mentoring student teachers. For many years, I have had
the opportunity to be in the same classroom with Alan observing student teachers in their teaching. It
is wonderful to see that my student Alan has become a mentor for other prospective teachers.

In the same way, years after Janice’s graduation, I had the opportunity to meet Janice in the school
where she worked, and she became a mentor for the student teacher I was supervising. That was a
heartwarming moment, for I saw a new Janice, much different from the university student whom I
knew. I could feel the rapport she had with her students, and I saw how she encouraged and advised
my student teacher. Like Alan, Janice had matured a lot. Years later, I invited the two of them to be
guest speakers in one of my undergraduate courses “Classroom Management” and share their
experiences with the student teachers in my class. I found that there could be much to learn from
Alan and Janice, as they talked about their professional growth and how they dealt with challenging
students in their day-to-day teaching.

Over these years, I had undergraduate students who were either Alan’s or Janice’s students at school.
When I heard them say: “I want to be a teacher because of the senior secondary English teacher that
I met,” I knew they were talking about Alan and Janice! They were my mentees and now they are the
mentors of their students. How fulfilling it is to see one generation of teachers inspiring another
generation!

Matilda
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Dr. Matilda Wong is my most respected teacher. She was not my teaching practicum supervisor, but
she was the first one who introduced to me the format of a lesson plan that incorporates both a
detailed rundown of the lesson and the sample language that necessitates good language
instruction. Yes, ‘going into detail’ is a virtue in Dr. Wong that has influenced me and my teaching. In
her microteaching course, she often reminded us about the importance of clear articulation of end
consonants. Even today, I remind myself to attend to this detail in my speech. Another remarkable
detail that Dr. Wong has instilled in my teaching is attention to the entire classroom. In her class
observation sheet, there is a section about the ‘sketch of the classroom’. I have learnt from her that
the classroom setting can be a crucial para-linguistic factor that can either contribute to or impede
language learning. From her meticulousness in students’ seat arrangement, I have derived the
concept of ‘the four dark corners of a classroom’: the seats where students are most often
overlooked. This concept always reminds me of the importance to observe the behaviours of my
students and to engage them actively in class.

I was Janice’s mentor during her practicum in my school. I enjoyed her teaching so much that I was
actually learning from her more than merely observing her teaching! What I learnt from Janice was
her enthusiasm for her students and her teaching. Her classes were always warm and active. Janice
was also my best classmate. After she became a teacher, we took professional development courses
together, including the long and challenging programme of ‘Teaching Knowledge Test’ (TKT). We
discussed teaching methodology and student issues together. We both got involved in our students’
extracurricular activities, activities beyond English language learning. We saw ourselves as educators,
not just language teachers. Seeing our students’ achievements made us forget the hard work we put
in. I grew and learnt together with Janice and we supported each other in our professional learning.

Alan
Janice
I attended various compulsory and elective courses taught by Dr. Matilda Wong when I was a
university student between 2005 and 2009. I appreciated Dr. Wong’s assertiveness and enthusiasm in
teaching, and I was so honoured to have her as one of my supervisors in my practicum. She often
spent more than forty minutes giving post-observation feedback and discussing my teaching with me.
What impressed me the most was her neat handwriting with two whole pages of written comments.
Her feedback was authentic, specific and candid. It helped me reflect seriously on my own teaching.
The meticulous attitude shown in her work inspired me to be not just a professional teacher but also
a great role model for my students. (continue next page)
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Mr. Alan Chan was my mentor teacher and the English Panel Head of the school where I had my
practicum. He was a supportive mentor teacher and guided my professional learning dedicatedly.
When I started my career as a novice teacher, I found it so challenging. I started attending courses
for professional development to improve my teaching. What surprised me was that I always met Mr.
Alan in professional development courses. He is still such a positive role model for me as he
embraces learning and is a vivid example of a lifelong learner. His embrace of learning has shaped
my belief in lifelong learning for a teacher.

After teaching for some years, my English Panel Head assigned me to serve as a mentor teacher.
Shifting from the role of a mentee to that of a mentor teacher made me feel as if I was drowning.
Grasping at straws, I started recalling memories of my mentee experiences: I remembered Dr. Wong’s
practical and explicit feedback sheet with students’ seating plan and blackboard arrangement on it,
Mr. Alan’s guidance in enhancing my lesson planning and applying knowledge into practice, the
feedback he provided after each class observation and more. I clung to all these when I guided the
student teachers assigned to me. I could not tell if my mentees found my suggestions beneficial, but
for me, being a mentor is a mutual learning experience. Not only have I learned to listen to and value
fresh perspectives of the mentees and fully respect their beliefs, but I have also benefited a lot from
the strengths of each and every one of them.

Our Final Thoughts

For the three of us, it was a walk down memory lane to listen to each other’s stories
in our process of becoming the better teacher we wish to be. It was stimulating and
rewarding to see that being mentored and mentoring is a cycle in a teacher’s life if
we are serious about this profession. We learn from our teachers who have kindled in
us the spark of passion for learning, and we should be the ones to pass this on to our
students and the novice teachers that we meet in our professional lives. We are
teachers and we are light bearers.
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Regulating emotions and developing
emotional competence in an online
English classroom during Covid-19
By Shuwen Liu (Ph.D. student at University of Macau, EFL/ESL instructor)

Teaching is an emotionally demanding profession, and there is a growing body of research dedicated
to the study of teacher emotions. Despite the growing literature, limited attention has been paid to
teacher emotions as a sociocultural experience under the diverse context of daily classrooms (Richards,
2020), particularly in online classrooms during the pandemic.

In this self-study, I reported my emotional experiences while teaching online during the COVID-19
pandemic in Wuhan, a pandemic-stricken city in lock-down back in 2020. The self-study adds to the
broader literature on teacher emotions, where teachers often feel the need to hide their emotions and
put

on

faces

when

they

teach,

exemplifying

features

of

a

model

teacher

with

immaculate

professionalism. Although previous research has outlined the importance of embracing different facets
of teacher emotions, many teachers still find it difficult to display authentic emotions in practice,
particularly in moments of vulnerability.

The range of emotions teachers experience is already
complex, and it was further complicated by the sudden
outbreak of COVID-19. Many teachers were/are still
obligated to teach online without a general recognition
that

online

teaching

is

often

done

with

limited

resources and increases teacher workload. This makes
the

examination

of

teaching

more

complex

emotional

teacher

during

teacher

pertinent.

Through

journey

online

emotions

as

a

teaching

this

during

self-study,

university
was

online
my

language

investigated

in

depth. Through close analysis of my emotions and how I
regulated these emotions, the paper sheds light on the
importance of channeling positive emotions into online
teaching and promotes self-study as a viable approach
for language teachers to engage in a reflection of their
emotions and continuous development.
(continue next page)
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The study took place in the second semester of the 2019-2020 academic year, when I worked as an EFL
instructor in a university in Macao. I collected data from four sources, including a personal journal (as
the main data source), group reflections, student feedback and teaching materials. In collaboration
with

my

co-authors,

the

complex

emotional

journey

of

the

language

teacher

(i.e.

me),

through

identifying emotions and relevant emotional regulation strategies, was closely analyzed. Additionally,
the underlying emotional rules, that is, why such emotions arose were also discussed. We especially
focused on key documented incidents and explored the data through a combination of inductive and
deductive coding approaches (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). That is, we scrutinized each incident
through

bottom-up

and

top-down

approaches

–

first

we

inductively

identified

the

emotions

that

appeared in the journal, categorized them into positive and negative emotions, and noted down the
source of these emotions. When applicable, we also analyzed the reasons for such emotions and
pinpointed the relevant coping strategies. We applied key notions under emotional rule (Yuan, 2021),
emotional labor (Hochschild, 1983) and emotion regulation strategies (Gross, 2015) to delve further into
each case. For example, a February 12th journal entry on nervousness over technology for the upcoming
online

semester

was

categorized

into

“negative

emotions

–

nervousness

–

technology

–

belief

of

professionalism – mock Zoom classes with colleagues.” As the researchers examined the reasons for my
deep nervousness over new technology, we uncovered the hidden fear of appearing unprofessional and
thus unqualified as an EFL instructor. This revelation served as evidence for the hidden emotional rule
that teachers should appear professional at all times, despite a sudden change of environment. The
coping strategy was to rehearse Zoom sessions with a colleague until I felt comfortable conducting
online classes the next day. The rehearsal was a form of emotional regulation strategy, though I (as the
teacher) didn’t realize it at the time, and this point only grew through rounds of discussions with my
collaborators during the research process. In this way, the authors not only explicated the dynamic
emotional

experience

of

the

language

teacher,

but

also

revealed

the

inner

mechanism

of

such

experiences. Once the entire process has been charted, a pathway for emotional competence can be
developed.

Another example is an incident on the use of gamification in Zoom to upregulate students’ emotions.
The journey of finding adequate activities to engage students was bumpy. I first started with closely
analyzing each of the functions in Zoom and brainstormed their potential applications in the language
classroom. I tested some of the functions, and finally, I was able to incorporate the annotation function
of Zoom into the teaching of APA through gamifying the task into a “finding the difference (
game.

Throughout

regulating

the

this

task,

emotions

of

I

adopted

my

different

students,

strategies

shifting

from

in

regulating

intrapersonal

my

emotions,

emotional

as

找茬

)”

well

as

management

to

interpersonal emotional management (Benesch, 2012; Richards, 2020). Meanwhile, through interesting
gaming

activities,

upregulating

I

positive

was

able

emotions

to

channel

(Sutton

et

positive
al.,

emotions

2009)

and

into

the

online

language

turning

the

classroom

into

a

classroom,
contested

emotional site. Findings such as these offered insight into a language teacher’s emotions while working
with technology, students, colleagues and even myself. It revealed the mutual caring teachers and
students have for one another, and how authentic emotions “rehumanize” (Gilmore & Warren, 2007, p.
604) the teaching profession. (continue next page)
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The study not only has methodological significance as autoethnographic self-study is a less used
approach in studies on language teachers, but also reveals practical implications for teaching and
teacher development. The findings confirm the social nature of teacher emotions, namely, how teacher
emotions arise from social interactions in the online university English classroom. Additionally, through
analyzing the possible pathways to the development of emotional competence (e.g., the ability to
manage emotions) in one language teacher during an online semester, the study provides implications
for the importance of an emotionally managed classroom and how teachers can manage their own and
their students’ emotions. Specifically, how positive emotions can be channeled into online language
classrooms using technology (e.g., gamifying tasks, using online resources, etc.) were highlighted.
Teachers are also advised to keep emotion diaries as a kind of emotional regulation strategy, reflection
and further professional development.

Workshop Review
“Catering for Learner Diversity
Using Differentiated Instructions”
By LOK Chi Hin, Ken, Sacred Heart Canossian College (English Section)
Have

you

ever

had

the

experience

of

teaching a class of students with different
levels of language proficiency? I believe
that this must be a familiar situation that
most language teachers have encountered
and would like to find ways to overcome
this difficulty. Thanks to MAELT, I attended
a workshop that offered me insights on
using differentiated instructions to tackle
this problem. The workshop was facilitated
by Ms. Crissie Wong, a passionate teacher
from

Sacred

Heart

(English Section).

Canossian

College
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In the workshop, Ms. Wong explained
that

teachers

can

apply

the

use

of

differentiated instructions through three
major

stages:

product.

content,

Among

process,

these,

it

is

and
most

effective and common for teachers to
adopt

the

differentiated

instruction

approach during the process stage. A
typical example is that we can modify
the

same

exercise

vocabulary

into

three

or

grammar

different

levels—

basic, intermediate, and advanced—to
cater to the needs of different students
within the same class. The basic level
involves

gap

choices

given

filling

sentences

with

to

students;

the

intermediate level can ask students to
fill in suitable answers according to
their knowledge; and the advanced level
may require students to further apply
the vocabulary or grammar in use. In
this way, despite learner diversity, all
students

can

benefit

from

the

same

content, for they are doing tasks that
are challenging enough based on their
learning progress.
Admittedly,

some

teachers

may

hesitate to try out this approach as
it

may

lead

to

students

being

labeled. Nonetheless, I believe that
giving

differentiated

instructions

can indeed be rewarding, since it
allows both teachers and students
to have a better understanding of
their current abilities. Therefore,
teachers can better design tasks
that fit their students’ levels and
facilitate their learning process.

